Summary: Let σ > 0, δ ≥ 1, b ≥ 0, 0 < p < 1. Let λ be a continuous and positive function in H 1,2 loc (R + ). Using the technique of moving domains (see [9] ), and classical direct stochastic calculus, we construct a pair of continuous semimartingales (R, √ R) solving weakly
1,2
loc (R + ). Using the technique of moving domains (see [9] ), and classical direct stochastic calculus, we construct a pair of continuous semimartingales (R, √ R) solving weakly dR t = σ R t dW t + σ 2 4 (δ − bR t )dt + (2p − 1)dℓ 0 t (R − λ 2 ), and
where the symmetric local times ℓ 0 (R −λ 2 ), ℓ 0 ( √ R −λ), of the respective semimartingales are related through the formula
We only consider positive initial conditions. In particular, the pair (R, √ R) provides another typical example for diffusions with discontinuous local time (see Remark 2.7). Well-known special cases are the (squared) Bessel processes (choose σ = 2, b = 0, and λ 2 ≡ 0, or equivalently p =
Introduction and motivation
For parameters σ > 0, δ, b ≥ 0, consider the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross process, i.e. the unique solution (in any probabilistic sense) of the 1-dimensional SDE dR t = σ |R t |dW t + σ in any neighborhood of zero, the upper (resp. lower) local time at zero must vanish, i.e. ℓ 0 + (R) ≡ 0 (resp. ℓ 0 − (R) ≡ 0). Accordingly, the symmetric local time
vanishes. In short, the lower (resp. upper, symmetric) local time corresponds to the rightcontinuous (resp. left-continuous, point-symmetric) derivative of r → |r| in Tanaka's formula for |R|. If we consider a continuous, and positive function λ : R + → R + , which is locally of bounded variation, and if λ ≡ 0, then the symmetric local time at zero ℓ 0 t (R − λ 2 ) (here λ 2 (t) = λ(t) · λ(t)) of the continuous semimatingale R − λ 2 , where now R is a solution to (1) below, doesn't vanish. In fact at least for λ ∈ H 1,2 loc (R + ), and δ ≥ 1, its associated smooth measure is not identically zero (cf. Proposition 2.3 and subsequent transformations). It is therefore natural to look at a solution to dR t = σ |R t |dW t + σ 2 4 (δ − bR t )dt + (2p − 1)dℓ
where p ∈ (0, 1) and t 0 Á {λ 2 (s)=0} dℓ 0 s (R − λ 2 ) = 0 a.s. for any t ≥ 0.
In particular a.s. The reason to work with symmetric local times is given in Remark 2.7(ii). Applying Tanaka's formula for R − (cf. Lemma 3.2), it is easy to see that a solution to (1) always stays positive when started with positive initial condition. One can hence in that case discard the absolute value under the square root in (1) as in the classical situation where λ 2 ≡ 0. Assuming that a solution to (1) is unique in a certain sense we shall call it p-skew squared Bessel process on λ 2 if b = 0, σ = 2, and p-skew CIR model on λ 2 if b > 0. Questions of uniqueness are handled in [10] . Let δ ≥ 1. Assuming that it is a semimartingale, one can similarly consider a solution Y, Y 0 ≥ 0 to
Applying Itô's formula we observe that R t := Y 2 t , R 0 ≥ 0, solves
Thus, if we want that R solves (1) then we must have
This relation reflects (2) , and can be shown probabilistically using a product formula for local times (see [12] , and also [2] ). In fact, we have
In this work we will use new bilinear form techniques and classical stochastic calculus in order to construct a pair of positive processes (R, √ R) which solve (1), (3), respectively, and which are related by (4) . The fact that √ R is a semimartingale if δ ≥ 1 is confirmed in Remark 2.4(i). Various properties of (R, √ R) are discussed, in particular, we solve a martingale problem related to R on a nice class of test functions (see Proposition 3.5, and Remark 3.6). In Remark 2.7(i) we show that if |p| > 1, then there is no solution to (1) . The construction will take place for arbitrary λ ∈ H 1,2 loc (R + ), if 2p − 1 > 0, and for increasing λ, if 2p − 1 < 0. (cf. below (5), and Remark 2.4, 2.8(ii) for more general λ). Thus, if e.g. λ 2 is a constant, then we obtain a solution for every p ∈ (0, 1) . The construction of (R, √ R) is in the sense of equivalence of additive functionals of Markov processes (see Remark 2.6). The case 0 ≤ δ < 1 can also be handled, but is different, see Remark 2.9. In Remark 2.5 we explain how a generalized Longstaff's model, known as the double square-root model, is obtained.
Construction of the skew reflected process
Throughout this article Á A will denote the indicator function of a set A. Let E := R + ×R + , where 
, we always assume that is it continuous by choosing such a version. Later we will use the notions ∂ u , du for the space variable (notation u = x) as well as for the time variable (notation u = t, or u = s). For the space-time variable we use y, e.g.
, then it has a uniquely determined continuous version w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure dt. We will always assume that λ is continuous. Furthermore we assume that λ is positive, i.e. λ ≥ 0. In particular λ = β + γ (so that β ≥ −γ), where β, γ ∈ H 1,2 loc (R + ), and β is decreasing, γ is increasing. Indeed, since ∂ t λ ∈ L 2 loc (R + ) we may consider its positive part (∂ t λ) + , and its negative part (∂ t λ) − , and fix from now on
Consider the following moving domain
Observe, that its t-section E t = {x ∈ R|(t, x) ∈ E} = [−γ(t), ∞) is increasing in t since −γ(t) decreases in t. In particular E = ∪ t≥0 {t} × E t . Let δ ≥ 1, b ∈ R + (for the case δ ∈ (0, 1) see Remark 2.9). As reference measure on E we take m(dy) = m(dxdt) := ρ(t, x)dxdt,
is assumed to be increasing in t, that is
For instance, if p ∈ ( , 1), so that 1 − p < p, then ρ(·, x) always increases, or if β = const, then ρ(·, x) increases for any p ∈ (0, 1). Due to the monotonicity properties of ρ we are in the framework of [9] . More precisely, there is a time-dependent generalized Dirichlet form E with domain F × V ∪ V ×F on H := L 2 (E, m) which we determine right below. For q ≥ 1 let
and C q 0 (R 2 ) denotes the q-times continuously differentiable functions with compact support in
with closure (A, V) in H. The closability easily follows since ρ satisfies a Hamza type condition (see [9 
where
It then follows from results in [9] that (U t ) t≥0 can be extended to a C 0 -semigroup of contractions on H which can be restricted to a C 0 -semigroup on V. For the corresponding generator (∂ t , D(∂ t , H) on H it follows that
is closable as operator from V to its dual V ′ (see [5, I .Lemma 2.3.]). Let (∂ t , F ) be the closure. F is a real Hilbert space with norm
Let ·, · be the dualization between V ′ and V. The time-dependent generalized Dirichlet form is now given through
Note that ·, · when restricted to H × V coincides with the inner product (·, ·) in H.
In particular when
For all corresponding objects to E which might not rigorously be defined here we refer to [9] . We also point out that the monotonicity assumption on E t as well as on the density ρ in time is crucial for the construction of E. By [9, Lemma 1.6, Lemma 1.7] the resolvent (G α ) α>0 and the coresolvent ( G α ) α>0 associated with E are sub-Markovian and
Proof We start this proof with a general observation. In order to prove the conservativity of E it is enough to show that for one
Indeed, if this is the case then
and G 1 Á E = Á E as desired. We now fix F as above, and determine below (
, where L is some positive constant, and
Noting that G 1 F ρdxds is a finite measure, we just apply Lebesgue's theorem, and the last sum is easily seen to converge to zero as n → ∞. This concludes the proof.
Let us define the strict capacity corresponding to E. We fix Φ ∈ L 1 (E, m), 0 < Φ ≤ 1. Let (kG 1 Φ ∧ 1) U be the 1-reduced function of kG 1 Φ ∧ 1 := min(kG 1 Φ, 1) on U, and let
We adjoin an extra point ∆ to E and let E ∆ := E ∪{∆} be the one point compactification of E. As usual any function defined on E is extended to E ∆ putting f (∆) = 0. Given an increasing sequence (F k ) k∈N of closed subsets of E, we define
A property of points in E holds strictly E-quasi-everywhere (s.E-q.e.) if the property holds outside some strictly E-exceptional set. A function f defined up to some strictly
be the first hitting time (resp. first entry time) w.r.t. Å. For a Borel measure ν on E and a Borel set B let P ν (B) := E P y (B)ν(dy) and E ν be the expectation w.r.t. P ν . As usual we denote by E y the expectation w.r.t.
If B ⊂ E is an arbitrary Borel measurable set, then . Then there exists a unique σ-finite and positive measure µû on (E, B(E)) charging no strictly E-exceptional set, such that
Also in analogy to [6] we introduce the following class of measures
For B ∈ B(E) the following is known from [8, Theorem 0.17]: B is strictly E-exceptional if, and only if µ(B) = 0 for all µ in S 00 . Since (E, F ) is regular, i.e. C 0 (E) ∩ F is dense in C 0 (E) w.r.t. the uniform norm as well as in F , it follows that (E, F ) is a (strictly) quasi-regular generalized Dirichlet form on E.
On the other hand we can find a dense algebra of functions, namely C 1 0 (E), in F . These two facts imply the existence of a Hunt process associated to E. Applying additionally Proposition 2.1, and [9, Theorem 1.9] we have:
Theorem 2.2 There exists a Hunt process
Å = (Ω, (F t ) t≥0 , (Y t ) t≥0 , (P y ) y=(s,x)∈E ∆ ) with state
space E, and infinite life time, such that
We want to identify Y . Let us first recall some basic definitions and facts about additive functionals related to generalized Dirichlet forms.
A family (A t ) t≥0 of extended real valued functions on Ω is called an additive functional
(ii) There exists a defining set Λ ∈ F ∞ and a strictly E-exceptional set N ⊂ E, such that P y (Λ) = 1 for all y ∈ E \ N, θ t (Λ) ⊂ Λ for all t > 0 and for each ω ∈ Λ, t → A t (ω) is right continuous on [0, ∞) and has left limits on (0, ζ(ω)),
Two AF's A,B are said to be equivalent (in notation A = B) if for each t > 0 P y (A t = B t ) = 1 for strictly E-q.e. y ∈ E. The energy of an AF A of M is defined by
whenever this limit exists in [0, ∞]. We will set e(A) for the same expression but with lim instead of lim.
Let F be a strictly E-q.c. ρdy-version of some element in H. The additive functional
is independent of the choice of F (i.e. defines the same equivalence class of AF's for any strictly E-q.c. ρdy-version F of F ). The sub-Markovianity of (
In particular
Define
for strictly E-q.e y ∈ E and all t ≥ 0}.
M ∈ M is called a martingale additive functional (MAF). Furthermore define
The elements of
The dual predictable projection M of the square bracket of M ∈
• M is a PCAF of M. It then follows from (10), (12) , that one half of the total mass of the Revuz measure µ M is equal to the energy of M, i.e.
Therefore µ M is also called the energy measure
, then E Gdµ ·,· is symmetric, bilinear and positive on
for strictly E-q.e. y ∈ E and all t ≥ 0}.
[F ] can uniquely be decomposed (see [6, Theorem 4.5 
.(i)], [8, Remark 0.17]) as
The identity (14) means that both sides are equivalent as additive functionals w.r.t.
and moreover, if F is constant ρdy-a.e. on a Borel set B. Then
Now let us come back to the identification of Y . In order to identify the drift part we might proceed as follows. Denote by δ x the Dirac measure in x ∈ R. If β(s) > −γ(s) a.e. s, then integrating by parts in (6) we obtain that the generator of the diffusion is given informally in the sense of distributions by
where the boundary term ν F is given by [9] . Theorem 2.3 in [9] then allows to identify the drift part. We will identify the corresponding diffusion when δ ≥ 1. Let R + × R = n≥1 K n , where (K n ) n≥1 be an increasing sequence of compact sub-
is smooth w.r.t. (A, V).
Proof We only show the statement for δ > 1. The proof for δ = 1 works in the same manner and is even easier since the derivative of y → |y| δ−1 disappears as it is constant, so there are less additional terms (cf. below). Let N ≥ 1. Let
Since κ is locally bounded, the following two values
and thus
with
2 dxds,
2 dxds. Let K ⊂ E be compact, and Cap A (K) = 0. By (7)
Since normal contractions operate on V we may assume that sup n∈N sup (s,x)∈K |F n (s, x)| ≤ C. Selecting a subsequence if necessary we may also assume that lim n→∞ |F n | = 0 ρ(s, x)dxdsa.e, hence dxds-a.e. Consequently, using Lebesgue's theorem we obtain
Therefore by (15) 
Let us choose (J
M ≥ 1, and
) is a localizing sequence for H (resp. J). Obviously 
s = 0 strictly E-q.e. y ∈ E. Hence the same is true for
is a martingale w.r.t. P y for strictly E-q.e. y ∈ E. The optional sampling theorem then implies
for strictly E-q.e. y ∈ E and the claim is shown. The analogous statements hold for
Thus we may set
in order to obtain
. We want to find the explicit expressions for M [J] ,
Integrating by parts we obtain for
Obviously, (16) extends to G ∈ V b . By Proposition 2.3, the measure 
Indeed, if we denote the r.h.s. of (17) by A t then in particular by (16) −E(F,
= A t by Theorem 2.3 in [9] . On the other hand, by Lemma 2.1(i) in [9] the Revuz measure µ M [F ] is equal to
2 ρdy. A simple calculation shows that the Revuz measure of
is also equal to
) and therefore we may assume that
with ((W t ) t≥0 , P y , (F t ) t≥0 ) being a Brownian motion starting at zero for strictly E-q.e. y ∈ E. By (16), (17), applied to J M , letting M → ∞, we obtain
We put
Applying again (16), (17), but this time to H M , letting M → ∞, we obtain
(19) holds P y -a.s for E-q.e. y ∈ E.
Remark 2.4 (i) If
loc (E, ρdy), and therefore X is a semimartingale. If δ = 1, 
.8(ii)).
In order to determine the constants mentioned in Remark 2.4(ii), we will compare (19) with Tanaka's formula (20) 
Lemma 3.4 below implies that {s ≥ 0|X s − κ(s) = 0} is P y -a.s. of Lebesgue measure zero for E-q.e. y ∈ E.
It is easy to see that κF M ∈ F for any M ≥ 1. We will use the same localization procedure as before. Thus, if M
[κ]
, and N
Obviously, the last equation extends to G ∈ V b . Thus, letting M → ∞,
On the other hand by Lemma 2.1(i) in [9] 
Consequently, we may assume that
Note that t 0 sgn(β)(Y s )dℓ β s = 0, because for its associated signed smooth measure we have sgn(x − β(s))δ β(s) (dx)ds = 0, since sgn(0) = 0. Therefore
For κ : R + → R, and u ∈ R + , define
Recall that
Comparing (22) with Tanaka's formula (20) we see that
for E-q.e. y ∈ E. In a similar way one can see that we have
P y -a.s. for E-q.e. y ∈ E. Therefore, (19) rewrites P y -a.s. as
Let b ∈ R + . We define
and
Obviously, Novikov's condition is satisfied since γ ∈ H 1,2 loc (R + ), hence B t is a Brownian motion under the equivalent measure Q y . Put
, and
t , satisfies
and Z 0 = (H(y) + γ(J(y))) 2 Q y -a.s.
Remark 2.5 Setting b = 0 , and replacing σ 2 bγ J(y) (s) by σ 2 c, c ∈ R + , in the expression for Q y , we construct instead of (27) a positive solution Z = Y 2 to
For p = 
One observes immediately the discontinuity of the local times in the space variable, thus we provide another example of diffusion with discontinuous local time (see e.g. [11] ). Moreover, if |p| > 1, then any of these local times is identically zero. Consequently, the associated process is the CIR process, for which uniqueness in any sense is known to hold. Regarding the time dependent Dirichlet form E (see [9] ) correponding to the time dependent CIR process (t, R t ), then (1 − p) , so upper reflection with probability p, and lower reflection with probability 1 − p. This is here so far of course only intuitive, but at least in the classical case (δ = 1, σ = 2, b = 0, λ 2 ≡ 0) it is rigorously described for the squareroot process (the skew BM) through excursion theory (see e.g. [1] , [11] ). The other reason is that symmetric local times correspond to symmetric derivatives, which are used in distribution theory, and therefore correspond to our analytic construction of the Markov process generator. 
Remark 2.8 (i) The relation (4) can easily be derived by writing down Fukushima's extended decomposition (14) in localized form for
Note that ρ(·, 
and where p ∈ (0, 1), and λ 2 ∈ H 
Some conclusions and the martingale problem
Let σ > 0, δ, b ≥ 0, and λ 2 : R + → R + be continuous and locally of bounded variation. Throughout this section suppose that we are given a weak solution
w.r.t. to some filtered probability space (Ω, (F t ) t≥0 , P ), where p ∈ (0, 1).
In particular supp(dℓ
Proof By an extension of the occupation time formula (cf. [4, VI. (1.15) Exercise]) we have
is not integrable in any neighborhood of zero the statement holds for ℓ 0+ (R−λ 2 ), ℓ 0− (R − λ 2 ), thus also for ℓ 0 (R − λ 2 ). But P -a.s. σ 2 |R s |Á {Rs =0} > 0 ds-a.e. and the assertion follows.
Let Γ(λ 2 ) := {(s, x) ∈ R + × R + |x = λ 2 (s)}.
Consider the following linear operator
acting pointwise on C 1,2 (R + × R). ∂ t F (t, λ 2 (t)±), ∂ xx F (t, λ 2 (t)±) is bounded}.
Let F ∈ D(L). Then Á {Rs=λ 2 (s)} ds = 0 P -a.s. by Lemma 3.4 ,we obtain P -a.s. By our further assumptions on F the left hand side is square integrable and the result follows.
Remark 3.6 Observe, D(L)
is an algebra of functions that separates the points of R + ×R, thus well suited as starting point to study uniqueness in law for R.
